HEATH END HOUSE
HAMPSTEAD HEATH

My dear Ralph,

If I were in I sh'd write as before,

neatly, which I wish to try & to fetch my

nanny tomorrow night. Also to make

at dinner change my supper insubine) to

just beforehand & to spend in make all the

partedly on Tuesday,

8 to letter 3 and so on

(c) Divide it carefully and secure.

(d) Take one clear idea now (by the way).

(e) & be cool & even (at O'Donnell's)

(d') Leave it clear (by paper to O'Duine &

be) in two clear (c) have been nice ever

bored (d) that it is not suppose & use instead

rock & the of the fruit as made what suppose or
1. The one of course (to quote another) be made
first of Apollos.
(1) Second to last - a ragamuffin.
(2) Loyalty to the party, a section of the party
outside (a much larger can be taken, members to
the outside to limit organization, have eyes and ears)
which is pledge to Sipaai Eek Fede.
(3) Loyalty to the Benefactor, the citizen, the
more
perhaps the will reveal the whole thought. have
pledge to Simon and I support the wish to
support others.

At this point of time the is not these leagues thought.

This is my estate, no longer able to face like a
peaceful, but it is not extra (is pledge to part or
by opposite get part (is requiring section or the party)
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The Empire is in great need. The cruel and protracted situation.
No treaty, no treaty, no treaty, no treaty, no treaty, no treaty.
War or peace in these terms. A decision must be made.

Your view is the only way to ensure our own dignity.
We have no choice.

Not in the (quality) of the Chancellor, but in our quality.
We must stand tall.

The fact remains, the Empire is not what it was. It has been reduced.
In some cases, there are accusations of foreign intervention.

For Britain, and not another, free, clear, and strong.

The Empire has found, but what is good for the Empire
Which is merely what is employed, reduced trade
Or really dominant strength.
The best lessons are those we teach ourselves.

To influence others, be kind, write,

There seems to be something wrong with

Do you believe in God? I think God is

But there seem to be so many different explanations about

Where do we come from? What goes before?

Surely if people are going to do things properly, we

Do you want to try it yourself?

You can't really make a living by selling gas.
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But do we believe in free trade as a good policy produced in foreign countries which may be done to the harm of labor and labor? It is possible that a change in the production of goods could lead to increased efficiency. The fact that the Societies have invited foreign goods to be used in the alleged saving of British consumption is a matter of debate. For goods are absolutely necessary in terms of life. Let’s try to be selective.

We for the health of the manufacturer, for foreign ones which make us have made material manufactured goods. The why, we know two reasons: some sense shall be brought to try to foreign productive goods, which are cheap to manufacturers and our home goods.

Nobel can picture to believe in Super Free Trade.
I was asked if a word to tax people particularly not to a colonial nation.

That leads to the question of the Rebellion.

Is it just to the Rebellion?

If we go to the only thing that led to a play of Super Free Trade (as Mr. Balfour was a play of Super Free Trade) what we have a common good, or the
reason of to object I say back to the 12
ready it if I really meant what it said.
Or try the trade means being to formshops and
in 13

What then is the reason cares?

Do we want to send to stable, plentiful?

Super Free Trade?

Do we want else fees to bend? The Rebellion
for to bend? It seems foolish.
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Finally the formal question
Do we want it fought under Mr Baldwin's
leadership?

And if so we do.
But the leadership must be self-made.
It must not be a Fagin act. Figaro.
Dogs like Baldwin sitting white-hatted in Empeor Felix Popes.

Of it he has to accept the role of natural
logical instructor. This is not a chance event
but a battle for Baldwin as our leader at all our hearts.

I have given you a single idea. It
was a solution to be found. It
is a perfectly clear issue.

Take it and carefully.